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HOW TO CREATE A COLOR PALETTE
TRUE TO YOUR BRAND
With literally thousands of color options, how do you choose the perfect combination to
create a color palette that makes your brand pop and stand out from the competition?
Our advice is to go through this color selection process carefully and thoughtfully so you
can design a brand that gets recognition and feels authentically you.
A color palette usually consists of 5 colors. You need a variety of balanced colors from
accents to neutrals (we’ll tell you more about that in a bit) and it’s important to create a
color palette that feels like you and your business. There are a few questions that you
should consider to help you understand your brand and determine what color palette
best fits your brand.
WHAT ARE THREE WORDS THAT DESCRIBE YOUR BRAND?
It’s harder than it sounds to distill your entire brand in just three words. Classic, feminine,
timeless, bright, bold, fun, academic, luxurious, relaxed, serious, sophisticated, playful,
youthful, romantic, energetic, etc. Knowing your brand’s personality and traits can help
you match your color palette to your brand’s overall theme. For example, a feminine
brand might choose pinks, an energetic brand might choose bold oranges, a timeless
brand might choose neutrals.
HOW DO YOU WANT YOUR AUDIENCE TO FEEL ABOUT YOUR BRAND?
Color can be a powerful storyteller and your audience is listening. Do you want your
audience to feel happy or peaceful? Do you want them to feel empowered and strong? Do
you want them to feel soothed and cared for? What kind of emotion do you want to
evoke? Align that emotion to your color choices.
ARE THERE ANY COLORS THAT YOU ARE NATURALLY DRAWN TO?
When you look at colors you probably already gravitate towards specific ones. My power
color--or most confident color--has always been pink and that’s what I want my brand to
represent. Pink means “confident” to me. So which colors draw your attention over and
over? There’s no right or wrong here so trust yourself! Create a color palette that aligns
with your brand values and that feels right.
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THE ANATOMY OF A COLOR PALETTE
Great design uses rules and formulas, and color palettes are no exception. The formula for
a cohesive brand color palette consists of 5 colors. This allows you to have plenty of colors
for a variety of uses while still maintaining consistency and brand recognition.
2 MAIN COLORS
We recommend choosing one main bold color and then a color that complements it.
These will be the two main colors that your brand will become known for.
Main Color – Pick a main color that you love and that represents your brand’s values (think
back to those three adjectives you thought of that describes your brand). This color will be
used for grabbing attention, highlighting important information, and creating calls to
action. This color should be memorable so I suggest picking this one first.
Complementary Color – Next pick a color that contrasts and complements your main
color. You might consider using a color wheel for picking a complementary color. (See
Canva’s free color wheel tool.)
2-3 NEUTRAL COLORS
Accent Neutral – Next pick a neutral shade that pairs well with your main and
complementary color. This will help ground your colors and can be used as an accent
color.
Dark Neutral – Pick a dark neutral color that aligns with the rest of your color scheme. This
color will be used mostly for paragraph text.
Light Neutral – Pick a light neutral color. This color will be used for background and
supporting elements.

We’d love to see your beautiful brand colors in action.
Tag @msnentrepreneur on Instagram to show off your brand!
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COLOR PALETTE IDEAS
Classic & Natural
From left to right: #8d9a89 | #424242 | #a1a6a9 | #ddaaa0 | #ead9cf

Bright & Fun
From left to right: #f77532 | #2a8a92 | #68b8c1 | #aad0d4 | #e7e4de

Sophisticated & Timeless
From left to right: #bd9082 | #756c6d | #c3c2c0 | #ececea | #f2e0db

Energetic & Playful
From left to right: #f4583b | #5e356a | #3c4240 | #729040 | #9acec6

Natural & Rustic (ME Splash Website Template)
From left to right: #e3a644 | #205b5c | #67918b | #2e2d39 | #7b7986

Feminine & Fun (ME Simple Website Template)
From left to right: #d80286 | #004363 | #3b0147 | #0c0a3e | #f6e8ea

Relaxed & Calm
From left to right: #b48c3c | #24423f | #82857a | #945430 | #c79f8a

Bright & Calm
From left to right: #ea8c68 | #0b1b37 | #45837c | #82c5b0 | #f7ecd8

Feminine & Sophisticated (ME Sugar Website Template)
From left to right: #ddadae | #000000 | #c4c4c4 | #fbeded | #e8e7e7
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CREATING THE PERFECT COLOR PALETTE
If creating the perfect color palette is something that still overwhelms you our
Mission Entrepreneur Design Team is always here to help you!
Check out these businesses that we've been able to help with our Branding Kits.
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